No more worries about
packages being left by the
door, or out in the weather;
retrieve them whenever it
is convenient from these
durable, secure units.

Providing a convenient, secure method of delivery to
residents and/or businesses, Florence exclusive package
lockers protect contents from both weather and theft.
These USPS Approved units add peace of mind with
their double cam key-trapping locks and all aluminum
construction; and are perfect
alone, or used alongside other
Florence mailbox installations.
800.275.1747

800.275.5081

NEW
florencemailboxes.com

Sole Source Supplier:
Florence Manufacturing continues to dedicate
itself to providing secure postal specialty
products built to the latest USPS Standards.
We are the only manufacturer authorized to
supply “F” series cluster box units, outdoor
parcel lockers, replacement pedestals, and
parts directly to the USPS since they awarded
Florence their single-source contract for
outdoor delivery equipment in 2005.

Sloped top for moisture runoff

Solid aluminum master
access door prepped for
USPS Arrow Lock

Florence is also the only company in the
industry approved to manufacture outdoor
parcel lockers.

Rugged, weather-resistant
textured powder coat finish

For convenient, common locker
use, the OPL comes standard with
a captive/key trapping locking,
double cam system for delivery and
retrieval of parcels (K91910 cam
lock with three keys)

Matching Aluminum
Pedestal
(included)

Product Details

Standard silver adhesive
identification decals
(engraving optional)

Color Finishes
Customize your valiant outdoor parcel locker with six architectural powder coat finishes
TM

Black (BK)

Dark Bronze (DB) Forest Green (FG) Postal Grey (PG)
(replacement only)

Sandstone (SD)

White (WH)

Accessory Options
The Type II OPL can use the same vogueTM
accessories as the Florence vitalTM cluster box
unit (CBU) line. Dress up your outdoor parcel
locker with two decorative cap and pedestal
wrap options; all of which are available in all
six powder coat colors shown above.
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1590-T1XX

valiant Type I OPL

62”

16”

18”

14-1/2”

100

19-3/4”H x 12”W x 15”D

0

2

1590-T2XX

valiant Type II OPL

62”

30-1/2”

18”

14-1/2”

139

19-3/4”H x 12”W x 15”D

0

4

Note: Exchange “XX” in Model # above for two digit color reference: Black=BK, Dark Bronze=DB, Forest Green=FG, Sandstone=SD, White=WH, Postal Grey=PG

Call Florence Today Toll-free

800.275.1747
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